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Magnetic dichroism in UV photoemission at off-normal emission: Study of the valence bands
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Magnetic dichroism of angle-resolved UV photoemission from fcc Co/Cu~001! thin films has been measured
using linearlyp-polarized light, and a coplanar geometry where the light and photoelectron wave vectors are
antiparallel, and both are perpendicular to the in-plane sample magnetization. This geometry emphasizes
information about state dispersion due to the crystalline symmetry. An orderly dispersion of the features in the
magnetic dichroism over a wide range ofoff-normalangles of electron emission is related in detail to the bulk
band structure of fcc Co. The measurements confirm the practical utility of magnetic dichroism experiments as
a relatively simple complement to spin-resolved photoemission.@S0163-1829~97!04303-8#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetic dichroism in the angular distribution of phot
electrons~MDAD ! offers the possibility of studying the elec
tronic valence states of magnetic solids using a simple
tension of widely known methods for angle-resolv
photoemission. This technique involves the comparison
two photoelectron energy distributions measured for op
site senses of remanent magnetization of a magn
sample,1,2 and requires no special detectors or light mon
chromators ~if linearly polarized or unpolarized light is
used!. A practical advantage of MDAD is that it is a differ
ential spectroscopy dependent upon magnetization. It is
ideally suited for the study of the flat, tightly spaced valen
bands of the 3d ferromagnets near the Fermi level, where
number of photoelectric transitions may be allowed simu
neously, and the resulting peaks will overlap in the pho
electron energy distribution. The differential changes o
served in MDAD may allow separation of the variou
component transitions and permit a more detailed study
the electronic states that support the macroscopic magn
moment in the 3d ferromagnets. Such a separation of ov
lapping transitions was accomplished using MDAD fro
shallow 3p core states,3 where neither the exchange splittin
nor the spin-orbit interaction is large enough to be disce
able in the intensity distribution, but the differential nature
MDAD reveals the internal structure of the core multiple
The technique is in some ways similar to full spin-polariz
photoemission experiments, another differential spect
copy that gives improved state resolution through spin c
trast. Spin-polarized photoemission yields, in addition,
absolute sign and magnitude of spin polarization, and
therefore provide a deeper insight into both the electro
structure and spin-dependent scattering mechanisms. H
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ever, since electron spin polarization measurements are
consuming and require a rather specialized appara
MDAD has a role as complementary technique, which p
mits a rapid survey of the electronic structure with som
degree of spin sensitivity. Detailed spin-polarized pho
emission experiments could then pursue selected experim
tal conditions of particular interest.

Little systematic work investigating the valence bands
ferromagnets using MDAD has been reported thus far
number of groups have reported the observation of MDA
using ultraviolet light,4 and have shown that the dichroism
of order 1% to 5% without correction for the effects of th
secondary electron background. There has been little an
sis of these results, with the emphasis being instead on q
tifying the size of the dichroism and confirming its symmet
properties. A few very recent studies have demonstrated
utility of MDAD in normal photoelectron emission. On
such work investigates nickel films on Cu~001!, as a function
of the photon energy.5 It uses circularly polarized light and
highly symmetrical geometry where the magnetization, p
toelectron, and light wave vectors are all parallel to the s
face normal. The experimental separation of the small sp
orbit splitting of valence bands of different double-grou
symmetry is impressive, as is the agreement with quan
tive one-step photoemission calculations of the MDAD.
second work6 presents an analysis of a single MDAD spe
trum for normal emission from the in-plane magnetic syst
Co/Cu~001!. It uses unpolarized light and off-normal illumi
nation, and demonstrates the ability to detect a point of b
hybridization. One-step photoemission calculations are ag
in good agreement, but predict an absolute spin polariza
that cannot be understood, and that MDAD does not addr

The present paper investigates the practical usefulnes
MDAD for valence-band mapping in emission directions
2594 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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55 2595MAGNETIC DICHROISM IN UV PHOTOEMISSION AT . . .
low symmetry, that is, foroff-normal photoelectron emis-
sion. Despite expectations, the one existing study descri
the angular dependence of MDAD is discouraging: sign
cant magnetic dichroism from Co/Cu~001! using unpolarized
He I radiation is observed only for normal emission,7 and
there is no indication that the technique will be useful
following band dispersion away from a high symmetry lin
This is particularly surprising, since previous results for t
angular dependence of MDAD from core levels is encour
ing: even for emission from deeper (2p) core levels of the
3d ferromagnets, the influence of the crystalline symmetr
observable8; in the case of the shallower 3p levels, the effect
of crystallinity on the final state~alternatively viewed, dif-
fraction effects! is strong.9 It is not clear why MDAD of the
valence bands should be an effective technique for nor
emission, but not for off-normal emission. One-step pho
emission calculations of MDAD for emission along dire
tions of low symmetry are not yet available, but a rece
qualitative analysis10 suggests that this should not be t
case. MDAD is expected whenever there is initial state
bridization of band states by the spin-orbit interaction. It
also expected in any dipole-allowed transition due to sp
orbit coupling in the final state~often termed spin-dependen
surface transmission11!. These initial and final state effect
should have distinct signatures. The present experim
therefore revisit the Co/Cu~001! system, and use the system
atic dependence of MDAD on photon and photoelect
wave vector, crystalline orientation, and light polarization
choose an experimental geometry that emphasizes mag
dichroism due to band effects. Significant MDAD in of
normal emission for Co/Cu~001! is observed, and is show
to have a systematic dispersion related in detail to ba
structure calculations.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Face-centered cubic Co films with thicknesses of 5–6
were grown epitaxially by atomic deposition onto a Cu~001!
single-crystal substrate at room temperature.12 The growth
and thickness were monitored using medium-energy elec
diffraction oscillations and Auger electron spectroscopy, a
the film quality was assessed by low-energy electron diffr
tion. The films were remanently magnetized using an e
tromagnet with a soft iron core, and the magnetic state
characterized by measuring a hysteresis loop using
magneto-optical Kerr effect~MOKE!. It was found that, for
this substrate crystal, the in-plane magnetization was ra
independent of magnetization axis, and that a robust re
nent magnetization along@100# was stable for long times
This behavior has been previously reported,12 although it is
more common for the remanent axis to be along@110# for
these films.13 The photoelectron distributions were measur
in an adjoining chamber, where the magnetic field from
magnetizing solenoid was carefully screened. The magn
dichroism measurements were therefore performed as a
ries of spectral measurements~each occupying a few min
utes! followed by a magnetization reversal. Upon every
versal, MOKE was used to confirm both that the sample
held its original remanent magnetization and that the re
nent state had been reversed for the subsequent mea
ments.
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Figure 1 illustrates the geometry of the angle-resolv
photoemission measurements. Linearly polarized light fr
the BESSY synchrotron source was incident at angleu to the
surface normal, with both the light wave vectorq and the
polarization vector lying in the synchrotron plane and norm
to the magnetizationM . The cylindrical-mirror electron
spectrometer14 had a hole in the outer cylinder that allowe
the light to pass through the spectrometer and electron l
and thus allow analysis of photoelectrons with wave vectok
antiparallel toq. This geometry has a number of advantag
First, models of magnetic dichroism based on emission fr
oriented atoms predict no effect in this geometry when l
early polarized light is used.2 Since models based on crysta
line symmetry predict nonzero MDAD even in this geome
wherek, q, andM are coplanar,10 it is expected to emphasiz
information about the electron bands and their dispersion
to crystallinity. Second, the experimental geometry is p
dicted to have specific symmetry properties as the angleu is
varied. Since thexz plane is a mirror planeRv of the crys-
talline structure, the dichroism upon magnetization rever
obeys10

DM~k52q,r51,a5p!52DM~k852q8,r51,a52p!,
~1!

where r and a denote the ellipticity and orientation of th
polarization ellipse~r51, a56p for linear polarization in
the xy plane!, andk→k8, q→q8, u→2u under reflection in
Rv . This reversal of the dichroism upon reversal of the an
u allows an independent check of the correctness of meas
ments of small asymmetries that could be sensitive to a n
ber of experimental artifacts. Third, variations inu may be
accomplished by sample rotation about a single axis, ther
minimizing the difficulties of comparing data taken with di
ferent arrangements of the spectrometer and monochrom
optics. Finally, linearly polarized light is used to enhance
surface sensitivity.10 There are two disadvantages to this e
perimental geometry. First, it is not possible to study norm
emission, since according to Eq.~1! the magnetic dichroism
will be zero. However, the experiments mention
previously5,6 have shown that these experiments present
problem under different conditions. Second, the light pass

FIG. 1. The Co fcc film is remanently magnetized along thez
axis, and has crystalline mirror planes in both thexz andxy planes.
Linearly polarized light is incident with wave vectorq in the xy
plane at an angleu to the surface normal. The polarization vect
Exy is also in thexy plane. Photoelectrons with wave vectork52q
are collected in an angle- and energy-resolving spectrometer
the energy distribution is measured for both senses ofM .
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2596 55D. VENUS et al.
through the spectrometer produces more secondary elec
than would normally be present, and results in a large s
ondary electron background in the intensity spectra at la
binding energies. This effectively limits the dichroism me
surements to within a few eV of the Fermi energy. Th
however, is precisely the region of interest.

Sample magnetic dichroism measurements are prese
in Fig. 2. A photon energy of 16 eV was used, andu515°.
The intensity distributions in part~a! show a peak close to
the Fermi energy due to the Cod bands, and a furthe
smaller peak at about22.5 eV that arises from overlappin
Co and Cu bands. The strong secondary electron backgro
previously mentioned is also evident. The two distributio
for the two senses of remanent magnetization show sm
differences that are quantified in part~b! of the figure, where
their normalized difference is plotted as an asymmetry
solid symbols. Since the observed intensity asymmetry u
magnetization reversal is only a few percent, it is pruden
verify that it is not the result of experimental artifacts. T
this end, the measured asymmetry for data measured fou5
215° is also plotted using open symbols. According to E
~1!, the magnetic dichroism should reverse sign asu is re-
versed. The data show that this is indeed the case for bin
energies less than about 2.5 eV, and that reproduc
MDAD features exist at'20.1 and'20.75 eV. Near21.7
eV there is no MDAD within experimental error, but belo
'2.5 eV there is a small asymmetry that does not reve
upon reversal ofu. The latter is likely an artifact due to th
secondary electrons produced in the spectrometer.

These results confirm that MDAD using UV light is ex
perimentally practical, even though the observed asym
tries are rather small. Furthermore, it illustrates how MDA
due to band-structure effects is present in the geom
where k52q is coplanar withM , even though an atomic
model appropriate to emission from core levels predict
null result.

FIG. 2. ~a! Photoelectron intensity distributions are shown f
u515° and a photon energy of 16 eV, for both senses of rema
magnetization. The magnetic dichroism is defined as the differe
of the two curves divided by their sum, and is shown by the so
symbols in part~b!. The magnetic dichroism measured in this w
for u5215° is shown as the open symbols in part~b!.
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III. VALENCE-BAND DISPERSION

The angular variation of the MDAD was measured for
wide range of anglesu, with a constant photon energy of 1
eV. The data for negative values of the angle are displaye
Fig. 3. On the left is the average intensity distribution, a
on the right is the corresponding intensity asymmetry. T
intensity distributions are unremarkable—it would be ve
difficult to discern band dispersion within the broad featu
near the Fermi level using a traditional analysis. One co
only say that the shape of the peak changes somewhat
u, leading to a suspicion that more than one transition
involved. However, the MDAD measurements on the rig
of the figure give a clear quantification of these subtle sh
changes, and, since the asymmetry is due to the revers
the sample magnetization, imply that they have a magn
origin. There is also significant magnetic dichroism in t
region from21 to 22 eV, implying the presence of trans
tions that are not discernable as peaks in the intensity di
butions. The features in the MDAD show definite dispersi
as would be expected from band dispersion aski ~electron
wave vector parallel to the surface! is varied.

The magnetic dichroism data are replotted in Fig. 4 a
function of the binding energy and parallel wave vectorki .
ki is normalized tokx , the distance fromG to X in the bulk
Brillouin zone. An individual spectrum taken at consta
emission angle traces a curved line on this plot. The cont
plot in Fig. 4 is made by interpolating between the twel
data sets in Fig. 3 and another five sets for positive value
u. Solid contour lines denote positive asymmetry, while d
ted lines denote negative asymmetry. The asymmetry in
val between contours is 0.5%, and the zero contour is
plotted to aid in the clarity of presentation. The overall stru
ture of the plot is in agreement with Eq.~1!. In the range of

nt
ce
d

FIG. 3. A series of photoelectron energy distributions~left-hand
axis! and magnetic dichroism curves~right-hand axis! are presented
for angle-resolved photoemission with linearly polarized light w
a photon energy of 16 eV. The angleu shown in Fig. 1 is varied
from curve to curve. The curves are displaced for clarity; zero lin
for the dichroism are shown explicitly, and those for the intens
distributions are indicated by the data above about 0.5 eV.
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55 2597MAGNETIC DICHROISM IN UV PHOTOEMISSION AT . . .
ki where a comparison can be made, reversal ofki changes
the sign of the asymmetry without affecting the main sha
of the contours. There is some disparity in the absol
asymmetry for6ki , as can already be seen from Fig.
However, noting the size of the statistical error bars in t
figure, a difference of a single contour line is close to the s
of the error bars. There are also a few features in the plot
do not show the expected reversal of asymmetry. These
either above the Fermi level, where the statistical uncerta
in the asymmetry is large, or in a semicircular regi
bounded byE<22 eV, uki/kxu<0.5, where the secondar
electron background can produce a false asymmetry as
viously discussed with reference to Fig. 2.

Concentrating on the contours for negativeki , there is
unambiguous dispersion of the major regions of positive
negative dichroism withki . Approximate lines following the
maxima and minima of the magnetic dichroism conto
have been sketched in as dashed lines to aid in the follow
discussion. A positive maximum disperses rapidly fro
ki/kx521, E'22 eV until it crosses the Fermi level a
ki/kx520.25. It is accompanied by a negative maximu
that disperses along a roughly parallel line, displaced t
lower energy. The displacement is in the range of 0.9–
eV, depending on which angle is chosen in the asymm
data for its evaluation. This pair of features is suggestive
minority and majority spin bands separated by an excha
splitting. Since both the photoelectron wave vector and
light polarization vector lie within thexy mirror plane, these
bands must be of even reflection symmetry if dipole tran
tions are to be allowed. In order to see if this interpretation
reasonable, it would be best to compare the dispersion
these features to one-step photoemission calculation
MDAD, which include both the exchange interaction, t
spin-orbit interaction, and all other relativistic effects in
consistent, nonperturbative manner. Such calculations e
for some systems,5,6,15 but not for the low symmetry direc
tions probed in these experiments. A more qualitative an

FIG. 4. Contours of constant magnetic dichroism interpola
from the data in Fig. 3 are plotted as a function of binding ene
and electron wave vector parallel to the surface. Positive cont
are shown as solid lines; negative contours are shown as d
lines; the zero contour is not plotted. The interval between conto
is 0.5%. The dashed lines are guides to the eye, which delineat
dispersion of features of maximum magnetic dichroism.
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sis may be performed using a two-step model of photoem
sion and the widely available band structure calculatio
which neglect relativistic effects.10 Figure 5 presents a spin
polarized, nonrelativistic, calculation of the bulk band stru
ture of fcc Co, along the low symmetry line parallel toD, in
thexymirror plane, withuki/kxu50.35. A nonrelativistic ver-
sion of the Koringa-Kohn-Rostoker method described in R
16 was used. The solid curves on this plot denote majo
~spin down! bands and the dotted curves denote minor
~spin up! bands. Many of the occupied bands have been
beled as either ‘‘g’’ ~for Gg , the even representation! or as
‘‘ u’’ ~for Gu , the odd representation!. The thick solid line
shows a pair of final-state bands of even symmetry, oppo
spin, and negligible exchange splitting, which have be
shifted down by 16 eV. The intersections marked by t
lettersa through f indicate possible bulk photoelectric tran
sitions. Indeed, the intersections labeledb and f in Fig. 5
represent transitions from a pair of exchange-split bands
even symmetry, which occur at initial-state energies in go
agreement with the energies at which the two magnetic
chroism extrema in Fig. 4 cross throughki/kx520.35. The
magnetic dichroism observed for these bands is likely due
the presence of spin-orbit coupling in the final state, which
the context of an analysis based upon bulk states, is s
dependent transmission at the surface.

The other two extrema in magnetic dichroism may also
interpreted as dispersing initial-state bands. A second p
tive maximum starts above the Fermi level at largeki ,
crosses it atki/kx520.6, and continues to smallerki with
rather flat dispersion until it intersects the rapidly dispers
minority band discussed above. The energy position
ki/kx520.35 suggests that this is the transition labeleda in
Fig. 5, and that both positive maximum contours repres

d
y
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ed
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FIG. 5. The bulk band structure for fcc Co is presented for a l
parallel toD, which lies in thexymirror plane, and haski/kx50.35.
Solid lines indicate majority bands and dotted lines indicate min
ity bands. Many bands are labeled by the lettersg, for the even-
group representation, oru for the odd-group representation. Th
thick solid line is a minority-majority spin pair of bands with neg
ligible exchange splitting and even spatial symmetry, which h
been translated down in energy by 16 eV. The intersectiona
through f mark possible bulk photoelectric transitions.
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2598 55D. VENUS et al.
minority bands. Transitiona is from a band of odd symme
try, and would not be observed in the absence of spin-o
coupling. However, MDAD exists only because of the pre
ence of spin-orbit coupling, so its effects should be cons
ered. In a mirror plane normal to the magnetization, sp
orbit coupling hybridizes only states of opposite spin a
opposite parity. The observation of transitiona implies that a
transition to a majority band of even symmetry must also
allowed with very similar coordinates inki and energy. Then
the two states will be hybridized by spin-orbit coupling,
that both bands have a sizeable admixture of even symm
character and both transitions should be observed. The m
netic dichroism observed at such hybridization points is
initial-state effect most analogous to MDAD observed fro
emission from core states. The signature of such a hybrid
tion point should be a plus/minus feature in the magne
dichroism. Reference to Fig. 5 shows that transitionc has
precisely the required attributes. In fact, the convergenc
transitionsa, b, andc at ki/kx520.35 creates overlappin
contours of magnetic dichroism that are difficult to interpr
However, moving to more negativeki/kx in Fig. 4, it is evi-
dent that the final dispersing negative maximum of magn
dichroism at approximately20.7 eV, which merges with the
others atki/kx520.35, in fact represents the majority ban
of even symmetry which leads to transitionc. As predicted,
the magnetic dichroism is negative, so that the two hyb
ized bands form a plus/minus asymmetry pair with sm
energy separation.

The contour plot does not give clear evidence of ba
leading to the possible transitionsd ande. These two bands
of opposite spin and parity would also be expected to hyb
ize via spin-orbit coupling and transitions from both wou
be allowed. The fact that they are not observed in the m
netic dichroism may be due to one of two reasons. Th
bands approach each other at a much sharper angle in F
than do the hybridizing bands at smaller binding energy
may be that they will hybridize strongly and be observa
over a shorter range ofki , and within this range are maske
by the large dichroism due to the strongly dispersing ma
ity band, which yields transitionf . Alternatively, it may be
that they are more difficult to detect at larger binding ene
because of the increased secondary electron backgroun

The measured contours of magnetic dichroism may a
be compared to a previous result at normal emission.
present measurement geometry ofk52q gives no dichroism
for normal emission alongD, but it is reasonable to extrapo
late the observed minority and majority features in the
chroism so that they intersectki50 at approximatelyE5
20.3 and 20.6 eV, respectively. Spin-resolved phot
d
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emission experiments for normal emission from similar f
Co/Cu~001! films,17 using a photon energy of 16 eV, reve
minority and majority peaks at these energies, and so ar
least consistent with the present results.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

MDAD using linearly polarized light proves to be a pra
tical and useful method to study the valence bands ofd
ferromagnets in directions of low emission symmetry. Use
an experimental geometry wherek52q appears to empha
size the magnetic dichroism arising from band states
discriminates against magnetic dichroism, which has its
gin in atomic models. Because of its differential nature,
magnetic dichroism reveals structure within rather bro
photoemission intensity peaks and allows overlapping tr
sitions to be detected. Transitions are also revealed with
large signal of secondary electrons. The features in the m
netic dichroism show an orderly dispersion withki that has
been related directly to calculations of the bulk band str
ture. The origin of these features can be understood qua
tively with reference to widely available band-structure c
culations for 3d metals, which do not include spin-orb
coupling. Because of the complicated nature of photoem
sion, this approximate form of analysis cannot be expecte
hold true in all cases—still, the present results verify t
predictions of the qualitative model and encourage the de
opment of more sophisticated calculations of MDAD in g
ometries of low symmetry. Magnetic dichroism arising fro
both initial-state effects~band hybridization by spin-orbi
coupling! and final-state effects~spin-dependent surfac
transmission! can be identified, and are of the same mag
tude for emission in this mirror plane. These results hold
principle for MDAD in off-normal emission using unpolar
ized light as well, but there are important issues of detai
be addressed. Unpolarized light contains both linear po
izations, each with half the relative intensity. This shou
allow more dipole transitions, but the asymmetry from ea
will be, on average, half as large. It is not yet clear wheth
or not this will produce so many overlapping, weak magne
dichroism features, that not even MDAD is useful for th
separation of the individual transitions.
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